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Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) undertook several recent initiatives to advance and 

modernize its dam safety program managed by the Division of Dam Safety and Floodplain Management.  To 

illustrate how DCR has implemented these initiatives, the Canterbury Dam (aka Pump Road Dam) we provide this 

case study.   

An Application for Alteration Permit submitted by Henrico County in January 2017 for the use of a synthetic turf 

revetment system for overtopping protection provided a quandary to DCR.  There was no federally approved 

standard for such an application. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in its publication FEMA P-

1015, Technical Manual: Overtopping Protection for Dams concluded “There is currently insufficient information to 

support further discussion of the design and analysis of synthetic turf systems.”  Staff determined that a Consulting 

Committee would need to be convened under 4VAC50-20-210 of the Virginia Administrative Code to review the 

technology associated with such systems.  After a series of meetings, review of the literature, and further study the 

Committee made written recommendations to the Virginia Soil and Water Conservation Board (Board) to accept 

the product and develop a guidance manual on overtopping protection.  A new guidance manual titled Guidance 

Document on the Use of Overtopping Protection Systems on Existing Dams was approved by the Board on 

December 6, 2017.  The first project built under this document (Canterbury Dam) is now complete and is 

performing well although major rainstorms such as those experienced in 2018 have yet to fully test the system. 

The Division implemented a major modernization of its dam safety database system beginning in 2017.  The old 

system, a 1990's vintage database, had limited flexibility.  Now users make submittals online through the Dam 

Safety Inventory System or DSIS.  Regional Dam Safety Engineers have a higher level of access and can provide 

feedback to engineers and owners, while directors can approve submittals for issuance to dam owners such as the 

Alteration Permit above.  The Canterbury Dam utilized this system.  

Another recent advancement includes a state specific probable maximum precipitation study with temporal 

distribution curves that reflect the PMP rainfall accumulations patterns specific to Virginia.  The study reflects 

many significant storms over the past few decades that were not included in the previously used 

Hydrometeorological Report No. 52, Application of Probable Maximum Precipitation Estimates - United States East 

of the 105th Meridian, 1982. A PMP comparison showed that while one value increased, overall discharge 

remained essentially unchanged. 

 

  


